
This award is open to organizations who are developing a specific technology or solution that is
not yet commercially available.

Solutions that are generating revenue or commercially available should apply under Commercial
Technology.

The race to bring fuel technologies to maturity and mass-market penetration is fierce, but first
movers deserve proper recognition.

This award will focus on the research and development, ingenuity and commercialization potential
of new technologies, before their state of deployment. Examples might include technologies
focused on renewable energy, energy storage, blockchain application, transforming waste into
revenue streams, advanced propulsion systems or electric/hybrid transport. 

Judges will consider any technology launched or patented since January 2018; and not yet in full-
scale, commercial operation. Technologies operating in test facilities or initial phases will be
considered, provided they have been technologically proven.

Emerging Technology of the Year

Emerging Technology of the Year Award Nomination Form

Company Name  

Headquarters (country)  

Company's Website  

Company's Twitter
Handle  

1. Nominated Company Information*
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Full Name  

Job Title  

Company Name  

City/Town  

State/Province  

ZIP/Postal Code  

Country  

Email Address  

Phone Number  

2. Nominator Contact Information 
(person completing this form)

*

Full Name  

Official Title  

Company Name  

City/Town  

State/Province  

ZIP/Postal Code  

Country  

Email Address  

Phone Number  

3. CEO Contact Information*

4. Company Profile (300 word limit)*

5. Summary and Rationale (300 word limit)

3-4 highlights that communicate why your entry should win

*
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What is the name of this
technology?

When will this technology
begin generating revenue?

6. Technology Detail*

7. Commercial Viability (300 word limit)*

8. Innovation (300 word limit)*

9. Net Job Growth (projected) (300 word limit)*

10. Results (non-financial) (300 word limit)*

11. Technologically Proven (300 word limit)*

12. Scope (300 word count)*

Clicking Submit means you agree to the Terms and have read and understand the Privacy Policy.
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https://www.spglobal.com/corporate-privacy-policy
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